on the image surface [1, 2, 11] . The range of tones on these test plate is representative of 127 the tones observed on historical daguerreian artifacts. All reported XANES spectra were 128 taken at the labeled locations on the daguerreian test plate (A1: dark region; A2: mid-tone 129 region; A3: bright region).
130
Three separate beamlines at the Canadian Light Source (CLS) were used to collect the 131 absorption data: SXRMB, VESPERS, and HXMA ( 45° with respect to the sample stage. Spectra were collected from 3,331 eV to 3,411 eV 138 using a 2.00 eV step size before, a 0.20 eV step size at, and a 0.75 eV step size after the 139 L 3 absorption edge region. Larger step sizes before the edge are chosen so that 140 appropriate background correction can be conducted; a smaller step size is used at the 141 edge to optimize the quality of the data.
Step size is chosen based on monochromator and 142 slit resolution. The SXRMB line was also used to collect the sulfur (S) K-edge over an 143 energy range of 2,454 eV to 2,534 eV with a 2.00 eV step size before, a 0.20 eV step size The preparation for this standard is outlined in detail elsewhere [12] .
154
A series of Ag-Au alloys (Table 2) , whose preparation is outlined in Bzowski et al.
155
[13], were also analyzed at the CLS using XANES as standards for comparison with the 
162
The Athena software package [14] was used to calibrate, background subtract, 163 normalize, and average all spectra. The true inflection point at the edge was determined 164 by taking the first derivative of each spectrum as well as setting the tangent slope to zero 165 in the second derivative spectrum following the procedure outlined by Ravel [15] . These indicative of a face centered cubic (fcc) structure [13] .
183
Region I is the WL region assigned to the excitation of a 2p 3/2 electron to unoccupied It should be noted that when Au is introduced to the daguerreotype system, the gold-288 chloride-sodium thiosulfate solution is poured from above and covers the entire plate. 
Mercury

299
The Hg L 3 -edge spectra are displayed in Figure 6 . The absence of a whiteline indicates 
Sulfur
315
The sulfur K-edge (Figure 7) , which arises from an electron being excited from a 1s 
